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I. Introduction

Our world has over five thousand languages that are spoken in 2004 (Dalby 2004). Every language is unique and uniquely important way to make sense of the world. Every language display, to the practiced eye or ear, some of its own history: words are clearly borrowed from other languages, voice inflections, and turn of phrase that seems to be shared by two adjacent which shows phenomena of language convergence but otherwise very different languages (Yearley 2006).

Recent work by a small but increasing number of scholars has convinced us that there is a genetic relationship between European, Asian, and African languages. Judeo, Christian and Islam religions provide an account on the mother language. The story of the Tower of Babel of Judeo-Christian tradition explained that, there are now many languages and linguistic diversity rather than just one as a punishment for human arrogance (CARSTAIRS n.d.). In noble Quran, Almighty tells us: “'O mankind, we have created you from male and female and have made you into nations and tribes, that you may know one another. Indeed the most noblest of you with Allah is the one who has the most piety.” (Al-Quran Surah al-Hujuraat 49:13). The way that people have constructed their own cultural, tribal, national, ethnic, racial identity from single ancestral family gives a clear understanding of languages divergence from single language. As humans are genetically endowed with language, then, logically, all languages are related and diverge from single purely natural mother language. A language family originates from a single dialect. From such language and culture that have broken up into Africa, Asiatic, and European and within them a very long time ago (Yearley 2006).

For centuries, people have speculated over the origins of human language and have made great efforts to discover the mother Language (Alonso-Cortés 2007). Even some point out language of their own based on their personal perception and value they give to that specific language. Some of them laid separate claims; the Arabic, the Parsees, the Hebrew and the Aryas languages, have already awarded their language as mother language of mankind without clear evidence (Shah, Syed Sajid Ahmad and Zia H 2000). And also, Webb (1669) stated Chinese as the primitive language of humankind, happily preserved by Noah and his family in the ark (Christiansen 2015). As their efforts were not rightly directed, they could not achieve success. Thus, they failed to discover the true origin of mother language.

Around the end of the 20th century European Science Foundation was emerged as a promising organization to study the origin of language and of languages by collaborating prehistoric archaeology, genetics, cognitive sciences, neurophysiology, anthropology, linguistics, computer science and robotics (Hombert 2003). When and how did human acquire language? Have all languages developed from a single source? What is the world’s oldest spoken language?
Which can give answer for: Where did human life first surface on our cosmos? Who contrived the original and prime human culture and civilization? These questions are fascinating, and have provoked experiments and discussions whose history dates back at least three millennia (Bednarik 2006). The irony is that the quest has been fruitless so far. Each generation asks the same questions, and reaches the same impasse; the absence of any scientific evidence relating to the matter given the vast distant time scale involved. To date, there was no language with clear proof of its origin. But there is a fair body of evidence that can be brought to bear on this subject.

A best reason for studying languages is to discover about ourselves in order to know what makes us human being. The best place to start such study is with our mother tongue that has nurtured our minds and formed our world view (Algeo 2010). Oromo Language, referred as Afaan Oromo by its speakers and in this article, is the second most widely spoken indigenous language in Africa next to Hausa in Nigeria (Demie 1996). It is one of a highly developed language of the Cushitic languages spoken in Ethiopian, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, and Kenya. From forty different Cushitic linguistic and cultural groups in Africa, The Afaan Oromo speakers are considered as one of the largest in terms of population and their language Afaan Oromo is the most extensive of the Cushitic languages (Demier 1996). When we first catch sight of it in historical records, it is the speech of some none-too-first civilized tribes on the earth. Of course, it had a still earlier history, going back perhaps long before that to origins we can only speculate about. From those murky and undistinguished beginnings, Afaan Oromo has become the most widely spoken Cushitic language in the world. In Oromia state, in Ethiopia, it is the official language used in courts, schools and administration (Demie 1996).

The Afaan Oromo speakers, Oromos, have had a remarkable history. Bates in 1979 stated that, the Oromo as an ancient race, the indigenous stock, perhaps, on which most other peoples had been grafted (Hussein 2006). They belong to the original family of Cushitic peoples lived in the central highlands of the North-Eastern and Eastern Africa which is known as "Ethiopia" for thousands of years. Linguistic, anthropological and historical data have linked the Oromo to the so-called eastern Cushitic-speaking peoples who have been in the Horn of Africa as far as their history is known (Lewis 1966).

Oromos were the source of democracy named Gada³, owner of Lunar based calendar (Ayyantu), believer of a single and eternal God Waaqa. That is why Scholarly undertakings saw the Oromo as the dynamic nation. As cited in Mohammed Hassen article titled A Short History Of Oromo Colonial Experience 1870s-1990’s, Disinterested nineteenth century travellers among the Oromo, D’Abbadie, were impressed by Oromo’s culture and underlying unity and wrote book of 'les Oromos grande nation africaine', and the great missionary explorer, Ludwig Krapf, suggested that 'Providence has placed this nation in this part of Africa for very important reasons. It is the Germany of Africa'. Krapf’, naively and certainly ethnocentrically saw Oromo as the dynamic nation. Homer, in even more flattering language, described them as, ‘the most just of men; the favourites of gods’ (Hassen 1999).

The long, rich and fascinating history-history of greatness, independent existence, and stable democratic political culture based on the rule of law and democratic governance of Oromo has impacts on Afaan Oromo. Nature based self-sufficient culture of Oromo with its own unique moral principles, norms, beliefs, creeds and teachings have an influence on the ways in which possible Afaan Oromo words are created and meanings are understood. How Afaan Oromo begins and become the mother language of the world is the subject of this paper.

When I was third year University student in 2008, I spoke Amharic language to my grandfather, Wako Kabato, who advised me to speak natural language.

- He said "Afaan Uumaa fi Uumamaa hasahii, dhalatoo dhiisii“ which means 'Speak natural nature based language not fabricated'.
- Then I asked him 'how he figures out'.
- He replied "Afaanotaa fi Uumaa xinxalii, ni hubattaa”, literally translated, "look at nature and languages, you can understand it."

From that time on wards, I got motive to study and understand Origin of languages so that I do know; what is language, divine gifted or acquired knowledge? How did words come to be, in the very beginning? And what is the world’s oldest spoken language? Because of my academic background, personal nature of languages and linguistic considerable diversity on the origin of language, treating these properly would be a major undertaking. In the light of these interests and

³ Asmarom Legesse stated ‘the Gada-based Oromo democracy is one of those remarkable creations of the human mind that evolved into a full-fledged system of government, as a result of five centuries of evolution and deliberate, rational, legislative transformation’ (Legesse 2000).

⁴ Watson 2001 stated that Oromo’s indigenous calendar, Ayyantu, is based on skilful readings of the astronomical configurations of the moon and the stars (Hussein 2006)
obstacles, this paper examines the origin of Afaan Oromo and its impact on theories of languages and language origin.

II. METHODOLOGY

Over the years many different methods and approaches are used to study language origin (Alonso-Cortés 2007). Each with its own theoretical basis, have come and gone in and out of fashion. We cannot have witness account of historical data and evidences, oral traditions and/or even revelation about beginning and origin of language. After visiting some renowned origin theories, I bear host of evidence to the beginning of language by focusing on core understanding of language and nature.

Organization and complexity in language is at the heart of language study and affects the ways we approach it. Language is made up of words and a series of rules that connect words together. A word is the basic stuff of language. Sounds and letters are the way words are expressed, and grammar is the way words are arranged. Thus language is centrally words. But linguistic signs5 are not words alone; they may also be either smaller or larger than whole words. The smallest linguistic sign is the morpheme, a meaningful form that cannot be divided into smaller meaningful parts (Algeo 2010). Understanding language structure and origin of base morphemes or language’s root system and root origin become part of our stance and, as such, influence our method.

There is just no way words could ever have come up on its own randomly. It is difficult to have all imitative roots. A good approach to understand language origin is having Knowledge about language speaker’s culture and understanding how speakers perceive signs and use words. Knowing a word’s early history, or etymology, may be useful in dividing words into morphemes, but the decisive factor to know source of word is the form-meaning link (Algeo 2010). Understanding every root origin and root creation system of language needs critical analyse and understanding of the connection between the corresponding sounds and signs at particular life phenomena and words root.

Though, putting sounds on paper and phonetic representation of sounds in written form was completely conventionalized, in this paper, I decided to use, Latin based Afaan Oromo, “Qubee” alphabet, writing system. Qubee has 33 characters representing distinct sounds. It has both capital and small letters. Afaan Oromo has a considerable amount of glottal stops. An apostrophe, and less commonly a hyphen, is used ‘‘’’ represent this sound in writing. Sometimes an H, which represents the closest glottal sound, is also used in place of an apostrophe. For a reason to be apparent later, the apostrophe will be considered as a distinct symbol (say, as the 27th letter of the alphabet). In Afaan Oromo writing system, Geminated consonants and long vowels are represented by double letters. In addition to seven compound symbols6, not all the 26 letters correspond with their English sound representation as shown in table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qubee</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Qubee</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Qubee</th>
<th>IPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>DH</td>
<td>dh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>ts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ZH</td>
<td>zh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, my discussion will be organized as follows. I discuss about Afaan Oromo root system where I have uniquely contributed to organization of Afaan Oromo in comparison with languages claiming origin for all other languages. Then, I discuss creation and origin of Afaan Oromo roots at large where I have uniquely contributed to language Origin theory. After this I conclude by considering the contribution of Afaan Oromo to language origin theory.

III. Analysis and Interpretation

Various new words and roots are constantly entering languages. When the speakers of a language have need for a new word, they can make one up, borrow one from some other language, or adapt one of the words they already use by changing its meaning (Algeo 2010). Afaan Oromo create new roots for new and first accessed signs using corresponding sound or already available related words, and adapt, adopt, and benchmark some borrowed words for unfamiliar phenomena to describe already coded signs and others technology, socio-cultural life, economic activity, political conditions and other signs with their languages. Other than Afaan Oromo, understanding the origin and root creation system of other language is a very rare phenomenon indeed.

The structure and conceptual design of Afaan Oromo word is of an entirely different. What makes the Afaan Oromo verbal architecture so special is not the

---

5 In language, signs are what the system organizes. A sign is something that stands for something else—for example, a word like apple, which stands for the familiar fruit. (Algeo 2010)

6 Based on Dungo Advanced Oromo-Amharic-English dictionary CH, DH, NY, PH, SH, TS and ZH are seven Afaan Oromo compound letters. (Hinsene Mekuria 2012)
templates like Semitic, but rather the remarkable idea and sources behind the system of pronounceable roots and prefabricated prefixes and/or suffixes. There is just no way could those pronounceable roots ever have come up with such an imitative nature its own. Even they have a reference for conceptual design of roots for non-signalling and soundless conditions. In next section we deal with Afaan Oromo Root System, root creation system and roots origin respectively.

a) Afaan Oromo Root System

Afaan Oromo is a very well and the most-organized language. It has extensive roots. The root of Afaan Oromo is not a pronounceable string of consonants and vowels, like English ‘twist’ or ‘turn,’ and not an abstract entity which consists exclusively of consonants like Semitic. The vast majority of Afaan Oromo words are built from roots consisting basic pronounceable sounds. The root usually conveys a certain core meaning that is made more specific by having added to it the prefixes and suffixes belonging to one often patterns called Forms. Its meaning may range widely from the core meaning inherent in the root, depending on the Form it has developed over the centuries.

Afaan Oromo word is composed of two parts: (1) the root (base morpheme), which generally consists of basic sound and provides the basic lexical meaning of the word, and (2) the pattern, which consists of prefixes and/or suffixes and gives grammatical meaning to the word. Thus, the root /Bar/ combined with the pattern /-e/ gives Bare ‘learned,’ whereas the same root combined with the pattern /-te/ gives Barte ‘she learns’. There are many dozens of such root sounds and patterns, through which Afaan Oromo can express every conceivable nuance of verbs.

A verb can be modified to indicate mood, voice, tense, person, gender, and number. The prefixes and suffixes for person, gender, tense and number are essentially identical in all Forms. For example, root ‘Deem-’ has the basic meaning of Waking. The root may be conjugated in simple past, present, continuous and perfect tense, in singular and plural, forms as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>Perfect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Deeme</td>
<td>Nideema</td>
<td>Deemaara</td>
<td>Deemeera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ni-</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-eera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Deemte</td>
<td>Nideemta</td>
<td>Deemaarta</td>
<td>Deemteerta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-te</td>
<td>Ni-</td>
<td>-ta</td>
<td>-teerta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Deeme</td>
<td>Nideema/ti</td>
<td>Deemaara/</td>
<td>Deemeera/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-e</td>
<td>Ni-</td>
<td>-a/ti</td>
<td>Deemteerti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The root ‘Barr-‘ has the basic meaning of marking, inscribing or writing. The root may be conjugated in simple past tense (perfect) verb forms such as:

Barreessa he wrote
Barreessaniiru they wrote
Barreessiteti she wrote
barreessinerra we wrote

Similarly, there are simple and predictable rules for present (imperfect) and imperative forms of the basic root, such as:

Barreesse he writes
Barreessan they write
Barreessitan you write
Barreessin we write
Barreessi write!

And then the vastness really begins to be seen as additional forms such as verbal nouns are created from the same simple root ‘Barr-‘ to describe things such as:

Barreessaa Writer
Barreessuu the act of writing
Barreessanfamaa some writing, book
Barru Books
Barreettii Letter

The language also makes use of prefixes and suffixes, which act as subject markers, pronouns, prepositions, and the definite article”.... and on and on. This is only a limited sample of the immense variety of words that can be formed by simple and predictable usage of the root which was only the sound ‘Barr-‘.

In Afaan Oromo, plural is a category of a grammatical number that indicates a noun, pronoun, determiner, or an adjective refers to two or more persons, animals, or things. The irregular forms apart,
the plural of the countable nouns tallied is formed by adding- oota, -ota, -wwan, or -lee. But the uncountable or mass nouns do not have plural form. on the basis of the data tallied from the four issues of Bamiaa newspaper, Tziahun Gamta conclude that the most commonly used plural markers in Afaan Oromo are –ootaa/-ota (60.1%), -wwan (30.2%), and -lee (9.7%). And also He find out how to predict the environment in which –ootaa and -ota can occur. Without any exception, –ootaa is suffixed only when there is a short vowel in the syllable that immediately precedes the final syllable of a singular noun. On the contrary, the plural marker -ota is suffixed only when there is a long vowel in the syllable that immediately precedes the final syllable of a singular noun (Gamta 2004).

The word ‘Manabaruumsa’, which means school, has four morphemes in it (one free and three bound), as a step-by-step analysis shows:

- Mana-Baruumsa
- Baru-umsa
- Bar-u

Thus ‘Manabaruumsa’ has one free morpheme/root (Bar-) and three bound morphemes (mana– a prefix and two suffixes -umsaa and -u). Since this paper aims to show origin of Afaan Oromo free morphemes/roots, the following two sections will analyze and interpret Afaan Oromo root creation system and origin in detail.

b) Afaan Oromo Root Creation System

Oromo’s culture, history, population distribution, beliefs, knowledge on nature and natural environment, Skill of creating suitable stable social environment based on understanding and Attitude toward nature, natural environment, Almighty, and human being affect the way in which meaning full words of Afaan Oromo is created or communicated. What makes the Afaan Oromo so special is not so much the sheer bulk of the roots, but rather the remarkable idea behind meaning Creation.

There is just no way Afaan Oromo roots could ever have come up on its own randomly. Creating roots from nothing is comparatively rare. Oromo think, believe, plan, do, act and check their life based on perceived nature and natural environments around them. Nothing is done randomly; nothing is done or named without reason and references, even name of place, person, action and etc. which have significant effects on Afaan Oromo word creation. For instance, they use single word ‘Baati’ for “Moon and Month”, which shows their knowledge about nature and astronomy, their astronomical skill and attitude towards word creation. Even word ‘Afaan Oromo’ derived from ‘Afana’, which means Mouth, and ‘Oromo’, language Speakers. Together, Afaan Oromo Means ‘Oromo language’.

Afaan Oromo roots were created from either corresponding Sounds or available roots. Each and every roots of Afaan Oromo converges to sign and sounds proximate to it and its roots. Verbs, nouns and new roots were created from available related words and so and so on again and again. Thus, Oromo followed up the idea and elaborated language.

When Oromo have need for a new word, to create new meaning, they adapt one of the most related available sound or root. By adapting one of the sound or words they are using based on corresponding phenomena and perceived conditions, they create new roots. That is why a single Afaan Oromo word can have multiple meanings and a single sign posses multiple words.

For example: Beside word Nitii (wife), Oromo uses Kaadhimee (fiancée, wife), Ibidda (fire, wife), Buqqee (Gourd, wife), Haadha manaa (wife, owner of a house) and others. They perceive wife as fire and Gourds based on their Socio-cultural perception as follow:

- Nittin ibidda, Si oo’ifti ykn si gubdii. Wife is fire, either worm or burn you
- Nittin buqqee.  Kununsinaan ni fayadi, darbinaan ni cabbidi Wife is gourd, You can use or through and break her

In other hand word “Buqqee” with root Buqq- from uprooting sound refers to more than one signs as shown below.

- Buqqisuu- uprooting
- Buqqee- Gourd
- Buqqee- Squash
- Buqqee- Skull
- Buqqee- Wife

Sound created
Uprooted material
Structural similarity
Structural similarity
Socio-cultural perception

Oromo adapt sounds or roots they already have based on their Physiological, structural and anatomical proximity or similarity (like Gurra/Ear, Guurii/Ear mucus, and Gurundoo/area around the ear), Socio-cultural, Conceptual and psychological perception proximity (tufi/spit, tuffi/despising, tuffee/pens), Behavioral (Furri/nasal discharge, Funuuna/nasal bleed, Fulla’uu/slip through a narrow opening), functional similarities (Fuuloo/horse headstall, Funyoo/pens), Behavioral (Furri/nasal discharge, Funuuna/nasal bleed, Fulla’uu/slip through a narrow opening), functional similarities (Fuuloo/horse headstall, Funyoo/rope) and Causal relationship (Gabbaa/payment, Gabbbara/payment, Gaabbii/regret) and others to create new most related roots. Thus, you can tress back to the origin of every Afaan Oromo words other than borrowed.

In short, Oromo create new roots:

- By symbolizing sounds: by deriving symbolic Sound at least in part from the other members of their alike sets
- By shifting and changing sounds of most related old root using relatively similar basic sound
- By interchanging and reorganizing the sounds of most related old root
i. Symbolizing

Most of Afaan Oromo symbolic roots regularly come from sound and/or roots in sets that rime or alliterate symbolized related sounds. They derive their symbolic Sound at least in part from the other members of their alike or perceived as a like sets. For example Oromo rime by symbolizing sound “ma” and create:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Afaan Oromo words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flaying</td>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Barrisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Barii, baraaqa,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Bar-</td>
<td>Barumsa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Bare,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Barat-</td>
<td>Barataa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Barsiis-</td>
<td>Barsisaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writer</td>
<td>Bares-</td>
<td>Bareesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine</td>
<td>Barr-</td>
<td>Barruu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>school</td>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Manbarumsaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter</td>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>Barretti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ii. Shifting

Oromo drive new roots from old roots, a meaning in some way different from that of its elements, by reorganizing and changing, old roots structure and sounds. For example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gurbaa-</td>
<td>Gabaa- market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorba-</td>
<td>Gabara- payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garba-</td>
<td>Gaabaa-regret payment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

iii. Interchanging

They drive new root from old roots by interchanging and reorganizing old root’s sound with a meaning in some way different from that of its elements. For example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nama</td>
<td>Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mala</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafa</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laga</td>
<td>River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaama</td>
<td>Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaara</td>
<td>Mountain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Onomatopoeic words carefully, most of them appropriately imitate sounds from where they acquired. Oromo imitate corresponding sensed and/or perceived sounds, and found useful mimicking cries roots as signs of the objects from which they proceeded. Imitative roots, which are basic for all other roots and words since other roots are derived from them, were acquired by mankind over time from natural phenomena, sounds, and communities’ perception as need arose. By simple and predictable usage of available sounds and/or roots, Oromo derive new roots from most correlating available roots. Most of derived roots are made from imitated old roots. The imitated roots in the language are used quite extensively with an almost mathematical precision since every derived root was derived from them one way or another. Variety nouns, roots and verbs are formed by simple and predictable usage of the roots.

Danish linguist Otto Jespersen¹ (1860–1943), theories of language origin, grouped commonly held origins of language theories into four types, Echoic, Interjectional, Natives and Labour. By adding one of my own I study Afaan Oromo roots origin. They are:

- **Echoic roots:** from sounds in nature (Onomatopoeia),
- **Interjectional roots:** from sounds arose from instinctive emotional cries, expressive for example of joy or pain,
- **Natives roots:** from sounds arose because of people reacted to the stimuli in the world around them, and spontaneously produced sounds (oral gestures) which in some way reflected or were in harmony with the environment,
- **Labour roots:** from sounds arose from work and working environment, noises made by people engaged in joint effort because, as people worked together, their physical efforts produced communal, rhythmical grunts, which in due course developed into chants,
- **Simulative Roots:** from sounds simulating, stimulating or affecting associated Signs.

iv. Shifting

Oromo drive new roots from old roots, a meaning in some way different from that of its elements, by reorganizing and changing, old roots structure and sounds. For example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nama</td>
<td>Human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mala</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafa</td>
<td>Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laga</td>
<td>River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaama</td>
<td>Body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaara</td>
<td>Mountain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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generate at that particular sign, and sounds affecting and/or stimulating that particular signs. Oromo actually imitates these sounds to demonstrate the sign and create imitative roots. Whatever sound your ear hear nothing sensitive like that of sound Gurrrr to our ear. Try it! Oromo imitate gurr, most ear stimulating sound and create root Gurr- for word Ear (Gurra) and drive many more related words, roots and verbs using this most stimulant sound which justifies the beauty of this language in root creation and word multiplication approach. For example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Afaan Oromo- English word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seeq</td>
<td>Seeq-</td>
<td>Seeqe- smiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciniin</td>
<td>Ciniin-</td>
<td>Cinine – teething</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyaat</td>
<td>Nyaat-</td>
<td>Nyate- Eating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is only a limited sample of the immense variety of words that can be formed by simple and predictable usage of the basic sounds/roots. No wonder, “One of the best-kept inspiring secrets of this language is the origin and logic it used in Symbolizing sounds to generate other roots. Even for that of justice and truth. Its common, You Offer justice and accept truth. So that Oromo drive words for justice (haqa) from vomiting (haqqee) and truth (dhugaa) from drinking (Dhugaatii). They correlate them based on their Socio-cultural, Conceptual and psychological perception proximity. Most do not want to vomit, vomit mixed foods, you feel unhealthy when you vomit and you get relief after it. Similarly, most do not want to offer justice; offer justice for mixed unhealthy life, you feel unhappy when you offer justice and you get relief after it. So do that of truth.

Note: For signs having more than one corresponding sound, Oromo uses roots composed of two or more sounds associated. Most of these roots imitate pre, during and/or post sign sounds fully or partially. For example: the sound we can make after we pee /caa/ combined with symbolic perceived pre activity/activating sound /fin/ gives Fincaa ‘Urine.

In general, the system of elementary Afaan Oromo word is perfect, and comprises all nouns and verbs of the same roots, and illustrates their mutual relationship by arranging them in a wise pattern. This characteristic is not found in other languages in the same perfect degree. The vast majority of Afaan Oromo words are built from roots consisting basic sounds and prefixes and/or suffixes belonging to one often patterns in the most perfect degree. The root usually conveys a certain core meaning that is made more specific by having added to it the form. Most Afaan Oromo Roots regularly alliterate or rime sounds from which they come from or derive their symbolic Sound at least in part from corresponding natural sounds or roots of their alike members or perceived as a like sets.

Roots of Afaan Oromo acquired through acquisition process using basic natural sensed nature and/or available roots based on communities' perceptions like conceptual, psychological, behavioural or physical relationship analysis toward signs. Most Afaan Oromo’s of imitative roots are mimicking crises of imitated sounds sensed, which are as few as sounds sensed. Using multiplication approach Oromo drive other roots from imitative and/or old available roots. They followed up the idea and elaborated language as shown in figure and example below.
opportunities for theoretically-minded theories. In both majority of words creation provides basic and unusual or at least, that the richness that is provided by the Functional relationship
Behavioral similarity
Structural similarity
based on signs
Physical proximity
Behavioral similarity
Functional relationship

IV. Discussion and Conclusion

Linguistics' have contributed to the theory of language origin in a number of ways. In the area of language and language origin, it can be argued that Afaan Oromo have unique properties to offer the field, or at least, that the richness that is provided by the majority of words creation provides basic and unusual opportunities for theoretically-minded theories. In both cases what we have learned from Afaan Oromo has provided major insight into the nature of languages origin.

We are created with exceptional unique gift called brain; sense organs-ear, vocal organs like mouth and Communicative innate behaviour. Almighty create us in stimulating environment, sounds, not for nothing. Like A proverb of feeding and fishing, which states "if you experience individual with the test of fish or what to eat, show him how to fish or eat you teach him how to live so that he can live himself" if he get necessarily tools, almighty create us with all necessary organs, environment, knowledge, skill and attitude suitable to create our own words.

Brad Harrub, Bert Thompson and Dave Miller in their article, the origin of language and communication, stated that: Humans are capable of communicating because God created them with language ability. God spoke to Adam and Eve from the very beginning of their existence as humans (Genesis 1:28–30). Thus, they had the ability to speak on the very day that he/she was brought into existence. Based on bible witness, Adam and Eve were created with oral communication capability. (Brad. H, Bert Thompson and Dave Miller 2003)

Adam was trained on how to name animals and he did so even before the creation of Eve (Genesis 2:19-20). Then he was asked about names he gave and responded all the answers easily. During this lesson Adam learned means of communication (what, why and how to communicate). He learned how to name signs and acquired reasonably naming knowledge and practices. That is why Adam said, ‘this is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of man’, when he was asked about Eve (Genesis 2:23). Hence he, Adam, was equipped with all basic organs brain, sense organs, vocal organs and others, taught that ‘name for everything and every name have unique thing’, experienced reasonably naming practices and mode of communications, he possessed the ability to create words, speak and understand verbal communication; thus, he can acquire language of his own himself. That is why in noble Quran (Al Quran 55:2-4)

Bounteous God, taught the Quran, created man as a social being and taught him the mode of expression. (Al Quran 55:2-4)

Thus, mother language is language human acquire to express, create and interpret meanings on their daily lives themselves to maintain their social tie based on nature and natural environment. It is all in all nature based words to communicate what happens in the Surrounding based on the ways in which they understand nature. Thus, over time, mankind acquired roots and develop language using natural phenomena, sounds, and communities' perception as need arose. Hence, language acquisition involves an awareness of the ways in which brain identify, interpret and code signs based on perceived nature and culture of that community so us vocal organs say it easily, They create roots and words from sounds and roots using their learning and cognitive nature.

Afaan Oromo, nature based language, alone explains the root processing system and the systematic development of the nature based mother language clearly. One way or other most sound related word of Afaan Oromo has imitative roots derived from corresponding sound sensed. Afaan Oromo has the most imitative words from imitative roots. Other languages have fewer, depending on when they were derived from Afaan Oromo. Thus, Roots of Mother Language, Afaan Oromo, are useful mimicking cries of corresponding sounds imitated as signs of the objects from which they proceeded.

10 According to Judaism, Christianity and Islam religions books, Adam and Eve are first man and woman creator created
Thus, language is not a vibrant, fully developed faculty in people, but is possessed through process. It is learned and acquired on day to day acquiring/learning process. Language began when our ancestors started imitating the natural sounds around them. It was a gradual phenomenon that new roots processed from new sound sensed and derivations were done as human thought progressed.

The author concludes that the systematic development of languages would have been possible without revelation. The correlation between natural sounds and language roots based on the way community perceive and interpret them to create meaning is crucial to know origin of mother language. Author of this article proposes 5S Language Acquisition Process, which can explain the current data and information about the language origin far better than any of the preceding theories, which creates room for a better and a more satisfying theory.

These 5S Language Acquisition process, discuss and illustrate language acquisition system based human learning and cognitive nature to understand its environment using gifts given to him by his creator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense:</th>
<th>Sort:</th>
<th>Set:</th>
<th>Schematize:</th>
<th>Speak:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify sources, causes, effects, conditions, behaviors, strictures, functions and every other considerable situation and group them based on their proximity to most related signs with sensed or simulated sounds.</td>
<td>Create roots from sensed or simulated sounds or most correlated old root of category it corresponds. Mother languages acquire imitative roots from sensed or simulated sounds and drive other roots from available roots and so and so on again and again systematically. Imitative roots imitate sensed or simulated sounds of its category, and assign found useful mimicking cries root as signs of the objects from which they proceeded so that everyone experiencing that particular sound understands what it meant for.</td>
<td>Systematically Shine roots, derive words from acquired roots by having added to it the prefixes and/or suffixes belonging to one often patterns, called Forms based on language root system. Then systematically arrange words so that they can convey message they are standing for clearly and easily.</td>
<td>Speak words and sustainably utilize them for that particular sign on daily basis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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